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Except for the statements of historical fact, this presentation contains “forward-looking information” (within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation)

that is based on expectations, estimates and projections of the Company and its subsidiary GoverMedia Plus LLC as of October 18, 2017. The information in this

presentation including the business goals and objectives of the Company, any estimate of potential earnings, and other forward-looking information, includes but is not

limited to information concerning the intentions, plans, and future actions of management described herein. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from

those described in such forward-looking information include, but are not limited to, risks related to the Company’s or GoverMedia Plus LLC’s ability to obtain final

acceptance from the Canadian Securities Exchange (CSE) for a listing transaction, the evolution of internet market in Russian speaking regions, the cryptocurrency markets

generally, the Company’s ability to successfully execute on its business plan, and other risks as more fully set out in disclosures filed by the Company at www.sedar.com

including its final listing Prospectus.

The forward-looking information in this presentation reflects the current expectations, assumptions and/or beliefs of the Company based on information currently available

to the Company. In connection with the forward-looking information contained in this presentation, the Company has made assumptions, including, but not limited to

assumptions about the Company’s future user growth rates, and that there will be no regulation or law that will prevent the Company from operating its business. The

Company has also assumed that no significant events occur outside of the Company's normal course of business. Although the Company believes that the assumptions

inherent in the forward-looking information are reasonable, forward-looking information is not a guarantee of future performance and accordingly undue reliance should not

be put on such information due to the inherent uncertainty therein. Reference should be made to the Company’s listing Prospectus (which will be available at

www.sedar.com) for a full list of the expectations and assumptions of the Company and GoverMedia Plus LLC, and a detailed description of the risk factors relating to the

Company’s business. Any forward-looking information speaks only as of the date on which it is made and, except as may be required by applicable securities laws, the

Company disclaims any intent or obligation to update any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.



Executive Summary
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Industry 
Context

With an estimated 260 million people and a 60% internet penetration, the Russian speaking population represents
an attractive online retail market with tremendous growth potential. In parallel, the exponential growth in the
cryptocurrency values over the last two years has created a whole new market with unlimited upside potential.

Company 
Overview

GoverMedia Plus Canada Corp. is a Canadian company with a wholly owned Russian internet technology subsidiary.
The company operates in the fields of e-commerce, social media, cryptocurrency, ICOs and blockchain.
GoverMedia Plus Canada Corp. acquired GoverMedia Plus LLC (Russian operating company) during an all-share
transaction in summer 2017.

Vision and 
Strategy

Our vision is to bring together Russian speaking regions and Russian speaking expatriates globally through a unique
online ecosystem. Our online services focus on e-commerce, social media, cryptocurrency & blockchain technologies
worldwide. Our goal is to become the leading blockchain internet platform and cryptocurrency e-commerce
company.
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Market Potential

“ I think the internet is going to be one of the major forces for 
reducing the role of government. The one thing that’s missing 
but that will soon be developed, is a reliable e-cash.”

Professor Milton Friedman, Nobel Prize in economics



Global Russian Online Market
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Internet Advertising
Russian speaking regions represent the second largest
internet market in Europe, in terms of active internet
users. However, internet advertising is far from being at
a maturity level, having grown constantly at 21% per
year since 2011. The shift from traditional media
advertising to internet advertising is expected to create
tremendous opportunities in Russian speaking regions’
internet marketing.

E-Commerce
The Russian speaking regions’ online marketplace is the
other sphere of the overall internet market that has shown
important growth trends. The expansion of mobile
usage, the increased broadband and bandwidth
infrastructure as well as the wider use of online
payments represents a very attractive sector to enter right
now.
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Cryptocurrencies are Expanding
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Bitcoin
Established in 2009, Bitcoin is the pioneer of all
cryptocurrencies. Most of the Initial Coin Offerings ICOs are
funded via Bitcoin, allowing them to raise on average $10
million in 30 days. Bitcoin transactions are completed when
a “block” is added to the blockchain database that underpins
the currency. The value of a Bitcoin went from $6 in
January 2016 to $5,000 in September 2017.

Crypto Market
We have recently seen an explosion in cryptocurrencies
valuations, with some growing at more than 50x in one
year. All cryptos are intended for specific purposes.
Valuations of these digital currencies are expected to
grow far past current levels as industries begin to
incorporate them into their own business. The entire
cryptocurrency market accounts for approx. $137 billion
dollars.
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Growth Opportunities
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Russian Speaking Regions’ Cryptocurrency Markets
Russia is home to Ethereum, the second-largest cryptocurrency after bitcoin, and Bitfury, the world’s largest bitcoin manufacturer.
The country produces some of the world’s leading mathematicians, and hosts some of the most sophisticated and advanced
software programmers and developers worldwide, accessible at very low cost. Russia’s current share in cryptocurrency mining is
around 5%, which represents tremendous growth potential for the future. Despite recent governmental moves to keep the sector
under control, the traction of cryptocurrencies is spreading rapidly all over the country (currently having over 50,000 home miners –
individuals mining cryptocurrencies at home).

Blockchain Internet Platform with Cryptocurrencies
Being one of the largest online market in the world, Russia represents incredible opportunities for growth. Online shopping is the largest
use of cryptocurrencies worldwide and Russians continue to consume, learning to buy smarter and more online. Plus, software technology
talent is still affordable at low costs and the technology infrastructure is at high standards. Being able to offer online retail
marketplace services with an embedded cryptocurrency and blockchain infrastructure is the ideal solution to match the two
exponential growths of each sector.
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Company Overview

“Bitcoin is a technological tour de force.”

Bill Gates



GoverMedia’s Ecosytem (All in 1)
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Online 
Advertisement

Crypto 
E-Commerce

Subscriptions

Messaging 
Platform

Blockchain Smart 
Contract* 

Social MediaCorporate Auctions

www.govermedia.plus
*in development

The following platforms are part of the GoverMedia’s fully centralized internet ecosystem. Users 
will be able to access each one of the platforms via one single login 

Initial Coin Offering* 
(ICO)
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GoverMedia’s Business Model
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GoverMedia Internet 
Platform

Advertising

Initial Coin Offerings Crypto e-Commerce

Corporate Auctions

Subscriptions

The back-end technology infrastructure The revenue streams (sales channels)

Corporate 
Relationships

Algorithms and 
Data Analytics

Blockchain 
Infrastructure

Banking 
Relationships

All in One Digital 
Infrastructure

Messenger
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Platforms Overview
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Online Advertisement
As one of the most important pillars of the online business, digital advertisement throughout the platform will be one of our main
focuses. GM+ will provide its corporate clients with the possibility to directly market and advertise to its retail user base.
Different advertisement packages will be offered, providing the company with the possibility to select amongst the diversity of
marketing features of the platform.

Crypto E-Commerce
The e-commerce platform will allow all users to actively purchase and sell any object and service. Users will have the advantage of
accessing GM+ large network of service providers. A breakthrough innovation is the capability of the GM+ platform to process
the transactions with bitcoin, which allows any bitcoin holder to purchase all items using the coins.

Initial Coin Offerings
Businesses looking to raise funding for their commercial and/or humanitarian projects, can easily access GM+’s interactive
and easy to use ICO Crowdfunding platform. A team of dedicated analysts will assist the company during due-diligence and
financing assessment. A thorough analysis on the company, its financial profile, its management and history will be assessed and
published online for funding through the Waves cryptocurrency platform.
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Platforms Overview
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Subscriptions
GM+ will offer its corporate users the possibility to fully subscribe to the platform’s features, notably accessing the large
retail user base, the social media, ICO platform, the messaging platform and corporate database, as well as several other accessory
and derivative features.

Messaging Platform
Throughout the MFLY+ messenger (our own proprietary messaging platform), users will have the possibility to interact between
them in a B2B and B2C context. All communication will be encrypted end-to-end and will offer the ability to sign legal
documents with digital signatures – fully recognized by Russian law. The MFLY+ Messenger is approved and available in the Apple
App Store and Google Android Store. Another extraordinary capability of the messenger allows everyone to send, split and
transact in bitcoins.

Blockchain Smart Contracts
Businesses wishing to set-up legal framework for important company milestones will have the option to use our team’s expertise in
programming Smart Contracts. The contracts are programmed through the Waves blockchain platform, and ensure that
corporate commitments are followed-through without the need for lawyers, and/or notaries.
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Platforms Overview
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Corporate Auctions
Under Russian regulation, all bankrupt assets or in liquidation must be marketed and offered through an auction process. Usually, the
majority of the auctioned assets or companies are offered through governmental auctions. GM+ is in the process of developing a
relationship with the Russian Federation to be able to offer the vast majority of assets throughout its own online auctions
platform

Social Media
GM+’s platform will provide all its retail users with the possibility to create their own social and professional profile (combining
Facebook-like and LinkedIn-like features). They can interact with each other, post content, provide professional information, access
different multimedia content, etc. The opportunity to centralize all basic retail internet services in one single platform, all
accessible via one account, offers a compelling competitive advantage.
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GoverMedia’s Interfaces
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The internet platform The MFLY+ Messenger
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The MFLY+ Messenger
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Capabilities

Fully encrypted messages and calls

Embedded digital signatures

Corporate and individual search engine

Cryptocurrency transactions

Blockchain smart contracts*

Proprietary developed messaging platform 
integrated within the GoverMedia Plus 
internet ecosystem 

WhatsApp was acquired by Facebook for $22 billion USD
MFLY+ value is embedded into GoverMedia

*Currently under development. Final release expected soon
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History, Milestones & Future
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GoverMedia Russia 
LLC Foundation

March
2014

Dec.
2015

Platform v1.0 
Launch

Platform v2.0
Launch

April
2017

Q1
2018

Initial 
Public 

Offering

July
2017

Cryptocurrency 
technology 
integration

2H
2018

Company credit card 
launch
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Management Team
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Roland J. Bopp
Roland J. Bopp has broad senior global corporate and operating experience in premier telecom, software and technology service
organizations. During his career Roland was the Chairman, President & CEO of the Americas for Deutsche Telekom Inc., New York,
subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom, Germany, Europe’s largest telecommunication service company, responsible for all of Deutsche Telekom
activities in North and South America, including the alliance with France Telecom and Sprint. He was as well a Managing Director of
Mannesmann Corp., Dusseldorf, Germany, a US$20 billion telecommunication and engineering company operating worldwide and publicly
traded.

Leonid Afanasyev
Mr. Leonid Afanasyev is the founder of GoverMedia Plus in Russia. He founded and is the Managing Director of Crown Capital Group
SA, a Swiss based asset management company that was established in 2007. Mr. Afanasyev was also the Executive VP at Dukre Asset
Management SA in Switzerland. Prior to that he has been an investment advisor with Morgan Stanley and Prudential Securities
Corp, where he worked at the institutional desk for US equities and was involved in IPO transactions of major US companies such as Ralph
Loren, Visa, NVIDIA, Scechers. In addition, he established a payment processing company called Skytec and entered into a JV with
WireCard AG, Munich, Germany.

David Lane
Mr. David Lane has over 25 years’ experience as a start-up specialist with a keen eye for strategic direction and raising capital. Mr.
Lane has ample experience in senior management positions across multiple industries including Oil and Gas, Major Sports, Financial Services
and Health Pharmaceutical. Mr. Lane most recently was President & CEO of Quikflo Health Inc. which eventually became Friday Night
Inc. Prior to Quikflo, Mr. Lane was President & CEO of M-Pharmaceutical which focused on a biomedical device for self-monitoring of
glucose levels as it related to Diabetes. He was also the Head of Operations and Marketing for Great Northern Oil Sands, a NASDAQ
traded company focused on Canadian oil production.

CEO and 
Director

Founder 
and Director

Director
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Projected Financials
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Investment Opportunity

“Bitcoin will do to banks what email did to the postal industry”

Rick Falkvinge, Founder of the Swedish pirate party
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41%

18%

5%

4%

10%

22%

Use of Funds

Sales & Marketing

Investor Relations

Public Listing Costs

R&D (product development)

Broker Fees on IPO

General Working Capital

Cryptocurrency technology 
integration

Roland Bopp joins as 
CEO

Platform 2.0 rollout

Pre-IPO 37.69 million shares

Post-IPO 43.69 million shares*

*The company plans to offer up to 6 million shares at $0.50 CAD on a CSE IPO, targeted for Q1 2018. Securities can only be offered by prospectus.
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Investment Highlights
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Ready to Market
Fully developed and operational internet platform (GoverMedia Plus’ ecoyststem) offering e-commerce,
cryptocurrencies, social media, and soon to be delivering ICO services and blockchain smart contracts

Disruption at Attractive Value

Opportunity to invest in a unique opportunity at ground-floor level valuation, representing a highly
scalable business model with tremendous growth potential in an exponentially growing sector

West Meets East
Leading Russian programming team with direct experience in ICO’s, cryptocurrencies, blockchain,
online market places and software development partners with blue chip German corporate level
expertise
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Publicly Traded Crypto Comps
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In USD, all data as of  mid-January 2018

Riot 
Blockchain

10.9 million 
shares

$217 million 
valuation

Hive 
Blockchain 

Technologies

226.6 million 
shares

$746 million 
valuation

MGT 
Capital 

Investments

48.5 million 
shares

$190 million 
valuation

Blockchain
Technologies

Group

19.3 million 
shares

$222 million 
valuation

GoverMedia
Plus

(Post-IPO)

43.69 million 
shares

$17 million 
valuation
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GoverMedia Plus LLC 
Address: 5 Gudbulli Karieva str. 41, Kazan, Russia, 420081

Tel:  +7.800.350.7907

Email: info@govermedia.plus

www.govermedia.plus

GoverMedia Plus Canada Corp.
Address: 1055 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, British Columbia, V7X 1L3, Canada

Tel: +1 917.345.6365 

Email: rjbopp@gm.plus

www.gm.plus
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